Silent Sherlock
Sherlock Holmes and the Silent Film Era
by
Howard Ostrom

Part Sixteen (1918/19 Continued - 1920)

1918 - "A Black Sherlock Holmes" - Sam Robinson (1888 - 1971) as
Knick Carter, a black Sherlock Holmes and Rudolph Tatum as Rheuma Tism,
Carter’s sidekick (Watson). Ebony Films.

"A Black Sherlock Holmes" - Critical Reviews and Comments - The main
feature of this reel, the first Ebony comedy, also a new brand on The General
Film program, is the fact that the cast is composed entirely of colored
players. It is a burlesque on the Sherlock Holmes stories, and while there
are some amusing scenes, there is a tendency among all the players to over
act. Its strongest point is the novelty of the cast.” 1
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Is this the first ever image of JohnLock??

"A Black Sherlock Holmes" - Comments - "A novel feature in connection
with this brand, which is new to the General Film program, is that the cast is
composed of entirely negro players. The story is a burlesque on Sherlock
Holmes, and has some amusing situations, but the players are inclined to
overact." 2
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1918 - "Hide and Seek Detectives" - Ben Turpin (1869 - 1940) as Hide
and Charles Lynn (Heinie Conklin) (1886 - 1969) as Seek. Paramount - Mack
Sennett Comedy.

"Hide and Seek Detectives" - for release Dec. 15,1918 - As the title implies,
there is much of the Sherlock Holmes travesty in this two-reeler, with Ben
Turpin and Charles Lynn playing the title characters and Marie Prevost in
another important role.”3

1919 - "The Carter Case" - Herbert Rawlinson (1885 - 1953) as Craig
Kennedy. Oliver Films.

Item Page 122 - "The Carter Case" - (Oliver Films) - "Episodes in the career
of Craig Kennedy, with Herbert Rawlinson disguised as that chemical
Sherlock."4

Arthur B. Reeve's Famous Scientific Detective is now on the screen - the
stories which caused your blood to boil when you read them in the
"Cosmopolitan" magazine are now more real on the screen! (original ad
below)
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Book Ad for The American Conan Doyle - Arthur B. Reeve
& The American Sherlock Holmes - Craig Kennedy

1919 - "I Will, I Will, I Will" - Wallace Bosco (1880 - 1973) as Sherlock
Blake. Ideal Films (U.K.).

“I Will, I Will, I Will” - A lazy young man is aided by Sherlock Blake to help
win the hand of a socialite’s daughter.
1920 - "The Village Sleuth" - Charles Ray (1891 - 1943) as William Wells,
a bucolic Sherlock Holmes. Paramount.

"The Village Sleuth" - Cast: Charles Ray - "This time he is a bucolic Sherlock
Holmes and the world just seethes with clues and crimes"5
"The Village Sleuth" - Across the Silver Screen -Starring Charles Ray "...The story is trite and tells of this boy who reads Dead-Eye-Dick detective
stories while he should be doing his chores. Finally his sheriff-father permits
him to leave the farm and seek fame as a detective and he eventually lands
at a sanitarium where his Sherlock Holmes talents are no longer wasted on
the discovery of watermelon thieves." 6
1920 - “Bray Pictograph, No. 448” - Sherlock Holmes, a trained dog.
Goldwyn.
“Bray Pictograph, No. 448” - Short Reels "...Sherlock Holmes, a trained dog,
is shown performing some of his stunts in the section titled, ‘Do Dogs
Reason?’ Undoubtably the canine is remarkably well trained, but as to his
reasoning powers, those are still left in doubt despite this exhibition."7...
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Germany, for a reason I’m not aware of, it seems re-released the final two
episodes of the seven piece “Der Hund von Baskerville” series, which I have
as being made in 1915 and 1916, once again in 1920.

1920 - “Dr. MacDonald’s Sanitarium”- Erich Kaiser-Titz as Sherlock
Holmes. Vitascope Pictures (Germany).
1920 - “The House Without Any Windows”- Erich Kaiser-Titz as Sherlock
Holmes. Vitascope Pictures (Germany).
From the world of animation we would get Mutt & Jeff in a cartoon.
1920 - “Sherlock Hawkshaw and Company”- A Mutt & Jeff Cartoon.
Modern Film Sales Corp.
And from Latin America??
1920 - “Memories of Detective Tex”- Actors unknown. (Argentina?,
Cuba?)

“The most sensational series of the year, ‘Memories of Detective Tex’ a new
character of detective stories that rival the famous adventures of Sherlock
Holmes, by Conan Doyle...”8

Finally the notice below is a harbinger of big things to come, namely the
release of Stoll’s ambitious "The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes" (1921),
"The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes" (1922) and "The Last
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes" (1923) making Eille Norwood the most
prolific silent film Sherlock Holmes, with forty-five shorts and two features.
These films will be discussed starting in part seventeen of this essay series.
Item page 2 Oct 14, 1920 - "In January, Elvey will begin the production of
"The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes" .... Stoll films will be re-edited by
American experts before release in this country."9
I hope it wasn’t those same ‘American experts’ who cut out the eight
minutes of each episode of the BBC “Sherlock” series!

End of Part Sixteen
(1921) Begins in Part Seventeen
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